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March 15, 2024             • 
Webinar
New FDA CAR-T Guidance: What Sponsors Need To Know
Watch our on-demand webinar, "New FDA CAR-T Guidance: What Sponsors Need To Know"


Read More
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January 12, 2024             • 
News
Biologics Consulting Announces Regulatory Affairs Business Unit
Biologics Consulting is thrilled to announce


Read More
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November 30, 2023             • 
Podcast
Cybersecurity for Medical Devices, With Becky Ditty and Donna Bea Tillman
Security from cyberattack for medical devices is paramount. And the FDA wants you to have a plan for it. Becky Ditty and Donna-Bea Tillman tell you how to be prepared.


Read More
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November 30, 2023             • 
Podcast
Commercial Readiness, with Vince Narbut
How prepared is your facility? Being prepared is crucial and in this episode Vince Narbut takes you through commercial readiness.


Read More
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September 21, 2023          Biologics Consulting Appoints Dr. Margaret K. Vernon As Its New Chief Executive Officer
Biologics Consulting Group, Inc. is pleased to announce the appointment of Dr. Margaret K. Vernon as Chief Executive Officer, effective September 18, 2023.


Read More
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September 15, 2023             • 
Webinar
SOLVING CHALLENGES FOR ADVANCED CGT DEVELOPMENT
Over the past several years, novel cell and gene therapy (CGT) products have rapidly progressed through the clinic, and several have gained regulatory approval.  Advances in both cell and molecular biology as well as immunology and more efficient manufacturing paradigms have led to an explosion in new CGT products.
Gone are the days of relatively straightforward plasmid DNA and stem cell therapies. Today,  new product paradigms including CAR-Ts, novel viral vectors, microbiome-derived bacterial products, phage therapies and mRNA therapies constantly provide new challenges to product developers.
What are some of the scientific, quality, and regulatory hurdles developers face with novel CGT products and how can biotech work most effectively with regulators to get these promising products into patients?  Our panel will discuss some of the CMC and nonclinical challenges commonly faced with novel CGT products and how we might overcome them to bring these complex, but promising therapies to the clinic.

Listen in to Mike Grace, David Pepperl, Diana Colleluori, Robert Kutner, and Chris Scull as they discuss the challenges and some solutions.


Read More
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September 11, 2023             • 
Event
Virtual Panel on September 14: Solving Challenges for Advanced CGT Development
Join our team on Thursday September 14 for a virtual panel focused on Advanced CGT Development.


Read More
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September 6, 2023             • 
Webinar
Predetermined Change Control Plans (PCCP) For AI/ML Software As Medical Devices (SaMD)
SaMD developers often face the challenge of determining whether a new marketing submission is necessary for certain software modifications. In a LinkedIn audio event, several experts from Biologics Consulting’s Medical Device Business Unit will discuss insights on how a PCCP can save you valuable time and resources by eliminating the need for post-market assessments and potential delays in the future. Connect with fellow industry leaders, learn from experts, and gain the knowledge you need to optimize your software modification processes and stay ahead in the ever-changing world of AI/ML SaMD.


Read More
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September 1, 2023             • 
News
30 Days of Giving for 30 Years of Biologics Consulting
Help celebrate Biologics Consulting's 30th Anniversary by making a donation to Carpenter's Shelter during our 30 Days of Giving!


Read More
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August 9, 2023             • 
Webinar
IND Timelines From a Former FDA Reviewer’s Perspective
Watch an on-demand webinar hosted by Biologics Consulting on the IND Review Timeline from a Former FDA Reviewer's Perspective.


Read More
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Corporate Headquarters

100 Daingerfield Rd.                                    , Suite 400                                  

Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone:

703.739.5695                


Fax:

703.548.7457                
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What Our Clients Say
“Biologics Consulting brings incredibly strong and relevant expertise for our niche in the world. They trained us effectively and made us feel capable and strong in engaging with the FDA.”
"Biologics has SMEs who are able to handle my requests.”
“Our consultant’s feedback was tough, yet effective – and the FDA does not question documents she has helped us prepare for submission.”


What Our Clients Say
“…communication was easy…they responded quickly to the queries we had during the preparation of the IND. Their advice was accurate and helpful.”
“…they are a great, complementary team and enabler for our regulatory success. We have a high level of trust in their capabilities - and a great working relationship with them. We consider them an essential part of our regulatory team.”



                     